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work chamber must be carefully controlled. HoweVer,
it is diffiCult tO Control temperature variations due to
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Patterns。

The electron beam eXPOsure systern used to
fabricate X― ray masks Was a variable shaped beam
vector scan machine that was able to generate very
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。f the cassette so that mask Center and ring center
coincidee   When a mask is affected by thermal
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However, the mark position detection accuracy is

better than direci-*tiiing, because there is no resist

coating on the marks'

Pattern placement accuracy on a mask was

measured by an automated electrical measurement

i".i"-iq*f idl, tr,.i- nut ttig! throughput,. 11a nign

measurement accuracy of 0'065 um' Figure 4 shows the

."in"a utilized for' determining Pattern gt1cem1nt

lit.rt*y 
-in this work' Van der Pauw resistors are

lo."t"a on the center and the four corners of a test
chip which is the same size as electron beam deflection
fieid. The test chip is composed of two exPosure levels
and applicable for (l) overlay accuracy measurement

ina til'field stitching accuracy measurement' For (l),
the second level is exposed coinciding the chip center'
and for (2), the second level is exposed with a shift to
overlap the corner.

Figure 5 shows Pattern overlay misalignments
between two Pattern levels, achieved by this system
and a conventional system. Pattern placement
accuracy obtained by the convetional system is

t O.OS um, which does not satisfy the requirement' On

the other hand, the values achieved by this system are
within + 0.04 um, which satisfies the requirement.

Figure 6 shows an X-ray mask Pattern generation
steps oflhrinked 5L2k RoM(ll)ran'example o! an X-ray
mast< fabricated using high-resolution double layer
resist and this noble thermal''expansion-correction
method. Half -micron wide Patterns were easily
achieved with high precision.
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(1)
Si(400μm)
Si3N440・ lμ m)

Electro-plated Au
(0.9μ m) F18・ 4

ELECttRICAL
丁EStt PATTERN
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{1} (2)

Method determining (1) overlay accuracy and
(2) field stitching accuracy. Solid lines and
dotted lines show the first and the second
level respectively.
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Fig。 1 X-ray mask fabrication steps.
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Fig.2 New cassette with Si ring,

Resist

Fig. 6 SEMs showing X-ray mask pattern generation
Process.($ Electro-plated Au pattern with double
layer resist pattern.
(B) After removal of resist pattern,
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Fig。 3 Thermal-expansion<orrection flow qhap1.


